In this paper, we describe the Chinese word sense induction task at CLP2010. Seventeen teams participated in this task and nineteen system results were submitted. All participant systems are evaluated on a dataset containing 100 target words and 5000 instances using the standard cluster evaluation. We will describe the participating systems and the evaluation results, and then find the most suitable method by comparing the different Chinese word sense induction systems.
Introduction
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is an important task in natural language proceeding research and is critical to many applications which require language understanding. In traditional evaluations, the supervised methods usually can achieve a better WSD performance than the unsupervised methods. But the supervised WSD methods have some drawbacks: Firstly, they need large annotated dataset which is expensive to manually annotate (Agirre and Aitor, 2007) . Secondly, the supervised WSD methods are based on the "fixed-list of senses" paradigm, i.e., the senses of a target word are represented as a closed list coming from a manually constructed dictionary (Agirre et al., 2006) . Such a "Fixed-list of senses" paradigm suffers from the lack of explicit and topic relations between word senses, are usually cannot reflect the exact context of the target word (Veronis, 2004) . Furthermore, because the "fixed-list of senses" paradigm make the fix granularity assumption of the senses distinction, it may not be suitable in different situations (Samuel and Mirella, 2009 ). Thirdly, since most supervised WSD methods assign senses based on dictionaries or other lexical resources, it will be difficult to adapt them to new domains or languages when such resources are scare (Samuel and Mirella, 2009) .
To overcome the deficiencies of the supervised WSD methods, many unsupervised WSD methods have been developed in recent years, which can induce word senses directly from the unannotated dataset, i.e., Word Sense Induction (WSI). In this sense, WSI could be treat as a clustering task, which groups the instances of the target word according to their contextual similarity, with each resulting cluster corresponding to a specific "word sense" or "word use" of the target word (in the task of WSI, the term "word use" is more suitable than "word sense" (Agirre and Aitor, 2007) ).
Although traditional clustering techniques can be directly employed in WSI, in recent years some new methods have been proposed to enhance the WSI performance, such as the Bayesian approach (Samuel and Mirella, 2009) and the collocation graph approach (Ioannis and Suresh, 2008) . Both the traditional and the new methods can achieve a good performance in the task of English word sense induction. However, the methods work well in English may not be suitable for Chinese due to the difference between Chinese and English. So it is both important and critical to provide a standard testbed for the task of Chinese word sense induction (CWSI), in order to compare the performance of different Chinese WSI methods and find the methods which are suitable for the Chinese word sense induction task.
In this paper, we describe the Chinese word sense induction task at CLP2010. The goal of this task is to provide a standard testbed for Chinese WSI task. By comparing the different Chinese WSI methods, we can find the suitable methods for the Chinese word sense induction task.
This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the evaluation dataset in detail. Section 3 demonstrates the evaluation criteria. Section 3 describes the participated systems and their results. The conclusions are drawn in section 4.
Dataset
Two datasets are provided to the participants: the trial dataset and the test dataset.
The trial dataset contains 50 Chinese words, and for each Chinese word, a set of 50 word instances are provided. All word instances are extracted from the Web and the newspapers like the Xinhua newspaper and the Renmin newspaper, and the HowNet senses of target words were manually annotated (Dong). Figure  1 shows an example of the trial data without hand-annotated tag. Figure 2 shows an example of the trial data with hand-annotated tag. In Figure 1 , the tag "snum=2" indicates that the target word "杜鹃" has two different senses in this dataset. In each instance, the target word is marked between the tag "<head>" and the tag "</head>". In Figure 2 , all instances between the tag "<sense s=S0>" and the tag "</sense>" are belong to the same sense class. The case of the test dataset is similar to the trial dataset, but with little different in the number of target words. The test dataset contains 100 target words (22 Chinese words containing one Chinese character and 78 Chinese words containing two or more Chinese ideographs). Figure 3 shows an example of a system's output. In Figure 3 , the first column represents the identifiers of target word, the second column represents the identifiers of instances, and the third column represents the identifiers of the resulting clusters and their weight (1.0 by default) generated by Chinese WSI systems. 
Evaluation Metric
As described in Section 1, WSI could be conceptualized as a clustering problem. So we can measure the performance of WSI systems using the standard cluster evaluation metrics. As the same as Zhao and Karypis (2005), we use the FScore measure as the primary measure for assessing different WSI methods. The FScore is used in a similar way as at Information Retrieval field. In this case, the results of the WSI systems are treated as clusters of instances and the gold standard senses are classes. Then the precision of a class with respect to a cluster is defined as the number of their mutual instances divided by the total cluster size, and the recall of a class with respect to a cluster is defined as the number of their mutual instances divided by the total class size. The detailed definition is as bellows.
Let the size of a particular class s r is n r , the size of a particular cluster h j is n j and the size of their common instances set is n r,j., then the precision can be defined as:
The recall can be defined as:
Then FScore of this class and cluster is defined to be:
The FScore of a class s r , F(s r ), is the maximum F(s r , h j ) value attained by any cluster, and it is defined as: where q is the number of classes and n is the size of the instance set for particular target word. Table 1 shows an example of a contingency table of classes and clusters, which can be used to calculate FScore.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Class 1 100 500 Class 2 400 200 Table 1: A contingency table of classes and  clusters Using this contingency table, we can calculate the FScore of this example is 0.7483. It is easy to know the FScore of a perfect clustering solution will be equal to one, where each cluster has exactly the same instances as one of the classes, and vice versa. This means that the higher the FScore, the better the clustering performance.
Purity and entropy (Zhao and Karypis, 2005) are also used to measure the performance of the clustering solution. Compared to FScore, they have some disadvantages. FScore uses two complementary concepts, precision and recall, to assess the quality of a clustering solution. Precision indicates the degree of the instances that make up a cluster, which belong to a single class. On the other hand, recall indicates the degree of the instances that make up a class, which belong to a single cluster. But purity and entropy only consider one factor and discard another. So we use FScore measure to assess a clustering solution.
For the sake of completeness, we also employ the V-Measure to assess different clustering solutions. V-Measure assesses a cluster solution by considering its homogeneity and its completeness (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007) . Homogeneity measures the degree that each cluster contains data points which belong to a single Gold Standard class. And completeness measures the degree that each Gold Standard class contains data points assigned to a single cluster (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007) . In general, the larger the V-Measure, the better the clustering performance. More details can be referred to (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007) .
Results
In this section we describe the participant systems and present their results.
Since the size of test data may not be large enough to distinguish word senses, participants were provided the total number of the target word's senses. And participants were also allowed to use extra resources without hand-annotated.
Participant teams and systems
There were 17 teams registered for the WSI task and 12 teams submitted their results. Totally 19 participant system results were submitted (One was submitted after the deadline). 10 teams submitted their technical reports. Table 2 demonstrates the statistics of the participant information.
The methods used by the participated systems were described as follows:
FDU: This system first extracted the triplets for target word in each instance and got the intersection of all related words of these triplets using Baidu web search engine. Then the triplets and their corresponding intersections were used to construct feature vectors of the target word's instances. After that, sequential Information Bottleneck algorithm was used to group instances into clusters.
BUPT: Three clustering algorithms-the k-means algorithm, the Expectationmaximization algorithm and the Locally Adaptive Clustering algorithm were employed to cluster instances, where all instances were represented using some combined features. In the end the Group-average agglomerative clustering was used to cluster the consensus matrix M, which was obtained from the adjacency matrices of the individual clusters generated by the three single clustering algorithms mentioned above. LSTC: This team extracted the five neighbor words and their POSs around the target word as features. Then the k-means algorithm was used to cluster the instances of each target word.
NEU: The "Global collocation" and the "local collocation" were extracted as features. A constraint hierarchical clustering algorithm was used to cluster the instances of each target word.
XMU: The neighbor words of the target word were extracted as features and TongYiCi CiLin 1 was employed to measure the similarity between instances. The word instances are 1 http://www.ir-lab.org/ clustered using the improved hierarchical clustering algorithm based on parts of speech.
DLUT: This team used the information gain to determine the size of the feature window. TongYiCi CiLin was used to solve the data sparseness problem. The word instances are clustered using an improvement k-means algorithm where k-initial centers were selected based on maximum distance.
ISCAS: This team employed k-means clustering algorithm to cluster the second order co-occurrence vectors of contextual words. TongYiCi CiLin and singular value decomposition method were used to solve the problem of data sparseness. Please note that this system was submitted by the organizers. The organizers have taken great care in order to guaranty all participants are under the same conditions.
PKU2: This team used local tokens, local bigram feature and topical feature to represent words as vectors. Spectral clustering method was used to cluster the instances of each target word.
PKU1: This team extracted three types of features to represent instances as feature vectors. Then the clustering was done by using k-means algorithm.
SCU: All words except stop words in instances were extracted to produce the feature vectors, based on which the similarity matrix were generated. After that, the spectral clustering algorithm was applied to group instances into clusters.
Official Results
In this section we present the official results of the participant systems (ISCAS * was submitted by organizers; BUIST ** was submitted after the deadline). We also provide the result of a baseline --1c1w, which group all instances of a target word into a single cluster. Table 3 shows the FScore of the main systems submitted by participant teams on the test dataset. From the results shown in Table 3 and 4, we can see that:
1) As described in section 4.1, most systems use traditional clustering methods. For example, the teams using the k-means algorithm contain BUPT, LSTC, PKU1, DLUT and ISCAS. The teams using the spectral clustering algorithm contain SCU and PKU2. The team XMU and NEU use hierarchical clustering algorithm. The results shows that if provided with the number of target word senses, traditional methods can achieve a good performance. But we also notice that even the same method can have a different performance. This seems to indicate that features which are predictive of word senses are important to the task of CWSI. 2) Most systems outperform the 1c1w baseline, which indicates these systems are able to induce correct senses of target words to some extent.
3) Table 5 shows the results of the participant systems correspondingly on the corpus which only contains the 22 Chinese characters and the corpus which only contains the 78 Chinese words.
From Table 5 , we can see that:
1) The FScore of systems on the corpus only containing single characters is significantly lower than that on the corpus only containing words. We believe this is because: 1) The Single Chinese characters usually contains more senses than Chinese words; 2) Their senses are not determined directly by their contexts but by the words containing them. Compared to the number of instances, the number of words containing the single character is large. So it is difficult to distinguish different senses of single characters because of the data sparseness. 2) We noticed that all systems outperform the 1c1w baseline on the corpus only containing single characters but there are some systems' FScore are lower than the baseline on the corpus only containing words. It may be because the large number of characters' senses and the FScore favored the words which have small number of senses.
Conclusions
In this paper we describe the design and the results of CLP2010 back-off task 4-Chinese word sense induction task. 17 teams registered to this task and 12 teams submitted their results. In total there were 19 participant systems (One of them was submitted after the deadline). And 10 teams submitted their technical reports. All systems are evaluated on a corpus containing 100 target words and 5000 instances using FScore measure and V-Measure. Participants are also provided with the number of senses and allowed to use resources without hand-annotated.
The evaluation results have shown that most of the participant systems achieve a better performance than the 1c1w baseline. We also notice that it is more difficult to distinguish senses of Chinese characters than words. For future work, in order to test the performances of Chinese word sense induction systems under different conditions, corpus from different fields will be constructed and the number of target word senses will not be provided and will leave as an open task to the participant systems.
